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test its right but the owner of the execution. The main discussion
by counsel was as to the relative rank of the contracts and the
execution. This question is most ably argued in the briefs of coun·
sel on either side. We think the counsel for the contracts have
the right of the case. We are of opinion that the contracts take
precedence of the execution, and that the claim of the New York
Equipment Company should be allowed, and that its exceptions to
the master's report should be sustained.
In respect to the claim of Paul S. Reeves for supplies furnished

by him to the railroad company between August 16, 1890, and
December, 1890, we think it must be allowed. His failure to file
it within six months after it had fallen due is not fatal, inasmuch
as the decree for account, of March 17, 1891, was entered by this
court within that period. It has been held in Seventh Nat. Bank
v. Shenandoah Iron Co., 35 Fed. Rep. 436, that a decree for account
suspends the running of the six months, in such a case. We are of
the same opinion, and will disallow the claim.
As to the claim of the Hospital of St. Vincent of Paul for medical

services and board rendered to an employe of the railroad company,
who had been injured and disabled in its service, it does not seem
to us to fall within the terms of the statute giving the lien, and
must be disallowed. The hospital did not furnish "supplies neces-
j,lary to the operation of the railroad," in favor of which section
2485 gives a lien.
A decree will be given in accordance with the foregoing opinion.

WATERLOO MIN. CO. v. DOE et a1.
(Circuit Court, S. D. California. April 18, 1893.)

No. 120.
1. MINES AND MINING-BOUNDARY OF Cr,AIl'rI-PATENT CONCLUSIVE.

The assignee of a mining claim proeured a patent therefor, the survey
being made nnder the supervision of the original locator. Held that, in
the absence of evidence of bad faith on the part of the locator, the patent
was conclusive as to the limits of the claim as against the patentee.

S. SAME-USE OF GROUND FOR Burr,DINGS AND TUNNEL.
The use of an unclaimed piece of ground by a mining company for build-

ings and for the construction of a tunnel thel'eunder to aid in the working
of the company's claim, does not initiate any right to the ground as an
independent mining claim.

B. SAME-LOCATION OF Cr.AIM-FAILURE TO DISCOVER LODE-RTfHIT TO PATENT.
The fact that three tons of silver-bearing rock, yielding $GOO, have been

extracted from a mining claim, does not entitle the locator to enter the
claim for a patent when no vein or lode has been discovered within the
limits of the claim, the location having been made merely in the hope of
finding such at some future time.

Proceeding by the Waterloo Mining Company against John S.
Doe, James L. Patterson, and Diedrich Bahten to determine the
right to a mining claim. Decree declaring that neither party is
entitled to the disputed ground.
A. H. Ricketts, for complainant.
C. J. Perkins and R. S. Mesick, for defendants Doe and Patterson.
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ROSS, District Judge. All of the mining claims mentioned
herein lie on the southerly side of Calico mountain, in San Ber-
nardino county, of this state, and within the Calico mining dis-
trict. Of these claims the Silver King is highest upon the moun-
tain side. Immediately south of and adjoining that is the Oriental
No.2; immediately south of and adjoining the Oriental No.2 is
the Oregon No.3, (the ground in dispute;) next lower down the
mountain is the Oregon, the Oregon and Oriental No.2, however,
having a common corner, and the Oregon No. 3 being a triangular-
shaped piece of ground lying between them; and immediately south
of and adjoining the Oregon is the Silver Monument. The Silver
King and Oregon are owned by the complainant, and the Oriental
No.2 and Silver :Monument are owned by the respondent Doe. Both
parties claim the Oregon No.3. The ground embraced by that
claim was located as a mining lode claim, and called "Oregon No.
3," by D. Bahten, on or about the 22d day of August, 1885. At the
time of such location, however, no vein or lode had been discovered
within the boundaries of the claim, but, according to Bahten's
own testimony, his location was made "in the hope of finding some
ore in it at some time." In 1886, Bahten leased the Oregon No.3
claim, for mining purposes, to a man named Stevens, who mined
therefrom about three tons of silver-bearing rock, which yielded
him $600. In 1887, Bahten sold the claim to the respondent Doe for
$2,000. Doe subsequently relocated the ground in his own name, and
in making such relocation included within the lines of the claim
some ground which had been left out of the official survey of the
Oriental No.2. Upon this relocation Doe applied in the United
States land office at Los Angeles for a patent for the ground thus
claimed. Against its issuance the complainant protested in the
land office, and within the statutory time commenced the present
suit to determine the conflicting claims of the respective parties
to the ground embraced within the Oregon No.3 claim.
The Oregon claim, which is now patented, and the property, as

has been said, of the complainant, was originally located by James
Waldrip in July, 1881. The immediate predecessor in interest of
the complainant was a corporation called the Oro Grande Company;
and that company, of which Bahten was vice president and general
manager, was the owner and in possession of the Silver King and
Oregon claims at the time Bahten located the Oregon No.3.
The grounds upon which complainant relies for a judgment in

its favor are, in substance: First, that the !:,'Tound in contro-
versy was in fact a part of the Oregon claim as located by Waldrip
in 1881, and was omitted from the official survey and patent of
that claim through the fraudulent acts of Bahten; second, that
both the Oro Grande Company and complainant have made such
use of the ground in controversy as raise a privilege in their be-
half inconsistent with the acquisition of any right by the respond-
ent to become the purchaser of it from the government; third, that
the location of the ground made by Bahten and sold to Doe was
made under such circumstances of bad faith and wrong towards
the Oro Grande Company (of which Doe had knowledge) that his
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location inured to the benefit of that company, and through it to
the complainant; fourth, that the ground in controversy was not
subject to location, nor properly located, so as to entitle respondent
to become a purchaser thereof from the government.
As a matter of fact the official survey of the Oregon claim, upon

which the complainant's predecessor in interest, the Oro Grande
Company, applied for and received the government patent, did not
include the ground afterwards located and now claimed as the
Oregon No.3. The record shows that at the time of the making
of the official survey of the Oregon claim, and at the time of the
making of the application for a patent for it, based upon that sur·
vey, Bahten was vice president and general manager of the com·
pany making the application; but there is nothing in the record
showing or tending to show that the ground here in question and
known as the "Oregon No. 3 Claim" was omitted from the official
survey and patent of the Oregon claim by reason of any fraud
practiced by Bahten or anyone else. The case shows that Fred-
erick E. J""ewis was the United States deputy mineral surveyor for
California, who made the official survey of the Oregon claim, and
that he directed Bahten to send for Waldrip, the original locator
of the claim, to p<>int out its monuments and boundaries, for the
reason that the location notice was indefinite, and he wished to
know from the locator himself where the monuments were origi-
nally placed. In accordance with that direction, Bahten sent for
Waldrip, who came and pointed out to the surveyor what he
claimed to be the original monuments and boundaries. The evi-
dence shows that in doing so Waldrip was not prompted by Bahten
or anyone else, and that, whether correctly designated or not,
the corners and lines pointed out by him were not the result of
any improper influence exerted by Lewis, Bahten, or any other per-
son. The boundaries thus pointed out by the original locator of
thE." Oregon claim were the boundaries adopted by the government
surveyor, and returned by him to the land office, and upon which
the government patent was issued to and received by complainant's
predecessor in interest, the Oro Grande Company.
The patent so issued is a conclusive determination of the true loca-

tion of the Oregon claim; but, apart from this, the evidence in the
case, I think, shows that the boundaries of that claim adopted by
the government surveyor and embodied in the patent are in ac-
cordance with its boundaries as originally established by Waldrip.
As has been said, they were pointed out to the surveyor by Wald-
rip himself. If he testified truly, and was not mistaken in respect
to the boundaries pointed out by him, there is no room for doubt
upon this point. His testimony seems to have been given in a
very straightforward manner, and bears every impress of truth.
In his notice of location placed in the discovery monument, and
recorded in the records of the mining district, in claiming 750 feet
easterly and 750 feet westerly of the point of discovery, with 300
feet on each side of the vein, he added:
"Or so much of 300 feet as will not conflict with the boundary line of the

Oriental Mine No.2, and the northern boundarles line of Silver Monument'll
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northern line. Said mine is situated south of and mnning parallel with the
Silver King and Oriental No.2, and north of the Silver Monument mine."

It is urged on the part of the complainant that this language
in the notice of location of the Oregon claim shows that the in-
tention of the locator was to take up all of the vacant ground be-
tween the Oriental No.2 and Silver Monument claims, and in the
cross-examination of Waldrip it was strenuously endeavored by
counsel to make him admit that such was his intention in using in
the notice the language quoted. The explanation of the witness
was that he knew that the Oriental No.2 and Silver Monument
claims had been previously located, although he did not know their
precise lines. He did not therefore know whether there were 600
feet of ground between the two, and that, as he had no intention
of infringing upon either of those claims, for the purpose of mani-
festing that intention he inserted in his notice of location of the
Oregon claim the language already quoted. He knew the south-
east corner of the Oriental No.2 claim, and he adopted the monu-
ment that marked that corner as the northeast corner of the Ore-
gon claim. Concerning that fact there is no dispute; and as
there is no question but that the northern boundary of the Oregon
claim as originally located was a straight line from this common
corner of the Oriental No. 2 and Oregon claims to the northwest
corner of the latter claim, wherever it was established, it is mani-
fest that if the northwest corner of the Oregon was correctly pointed
out by Waldrip. to and adopted by Lewis in the survey upon which
the patent was issued, the ground here in controversy was not in-
cluded in the original location of the Oregon claim.
In respect to the northwest corner of the Oregon, Waldrip is

very specific in his statements. He says that he did not and could
not establish the northwest corner of the claim in line with its
southwest corner and west end center monuments because of a
deep gulch that existed in the side of the mountain, and which
compelled him to diverge to the east. That he built the north-
west corner monument of stone about 3 feet high, and on the edge
of the gulch, which was about 20 feet deep, and so close to it that
in building the monument he came very near sliding down the hill.
This fact, as well as the physical character of the place, would
naturally impress itself upon the memory of the witness. He fur-
ther testifies that when he went there to point out the boundaries
of the claim to the surveyor that northwest corner monument was
still standing where he placed it, although some of the rocks,
probably one foot of them, had fallen off. I am satisfied this wit·
ness told the truth, and that between the Oriental No.2 and the
Oregon claim, as originally located as well as patented, there
was a vacant triangular piece of ground, afterwards located by
Bahten as the Oregon No.3.
The case shows that the Silver King claim is worked by means

of a tunnel that commences and extends for 14 feet in the ground
here in dispute, located and known as the "Oregon No.3," and
through the Oriental No.2 claim, into the Silver King ground.
That tunnel was constructed into and across the Oriental No.2
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ground by the owners of the Silver King claim under license and
permission given them by the owners of the Oriental No.2, upon
the conditions that the tunnel should be for the joint use of the
Silver King Oompany and the owners of the Oriental No.2 claim,
and that any ore encountered in the Oriental No.2 ground in run-
ning the tunnel should be the property of the owners of the Oriental
No.2 claim. The complainant and its predecessors in ownership
of the Silver King claim, as necessary adjuncts in and about the
operation of the tunnel so constructed, and for the working of
the Silver King claim, erected upon the ground in dispute, and now
known as the "Oregon No. 3 Olaim," a blacksmith shop, a carpenter
shop, a stable, a boiler house, a rail track, a waste dump, and, as
has already been said, about 14 feet of the tunnel. None of these
structures were erected, and no act was done in connection with
them, with any reference to the location, working, or development
of the ground in dispute as a mining claim, or for any purpose
other than that of subserving the purpose of working and develop-
ing the Silver King mine. It is perfectly clear that the posses-
sion thus held by the complainant and its predecessors in inter-
est of the ground in dispute, and the buildings erected and acts
performed by them for the purposes stated, could not initiate any
right to the ground in dispute as an independent mining claim.
Whether gronnd so possessed and used is open to location as a
mining claim by one having trust relations with those so possessed
of and using the ground, or is subject to relocation by the grantee
of such person with notice of the trust relations, need not be de-
termined, for the reason that I think it clear from the evidence that
neither at the time of Bahten's location of the Oregon No.3, nor
at the time of its relocation by his grantee, the respondent Doe,
had there been discovered, nor has there yet been discovered, so
far as the evidence shows, any vein or lode of quartz or other rock
in place within the boundaries of the claim.
As has been already observed, Bahten himself admits in his

testimony that at the time his location was made there had been
no such discovery made, but that the claim was located "in the
hope of finding some ore in it at some time;" and the testimony
of Mr. John Hays Hammond, a mining engineer of much learning
and experience, and who made a critical examination of the ground
shortly before giving his testimony, shows clearly that no vein or
lode has yet been discovered within the boundaries of the claim;
that there are no outcroppings of any vein or lode upon the surface
of the ground; and the little exploration that has been made by
means of cuts, a small tunnel, and a shallow shaft has failed to
disclose any such vein or lode. It is quite true that from one
or more of the cuts Stevens extracted the ore already mentioned,
.md that other mineral-bearing rock exists in them, samples of
which were introduced in evidence as exhibits in this case. But
the testimony of Hammond, which is not overcome or impaired by
that of Tucker, Patterson, Scupham, or any other witness, shows
that it did not come from any defined vein or lode, so far as can
be ascertained from developments so far made. It is obvious that
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without the discovery of a vein or lode the ground in question
was not subject to location as a mining lode claim. I am there-
fore of opinion that neither party to the suit is entitled to enter
the ground embraced within the boundaries of the Oregon No.3 as
a miuing claim.
A decree in accordance with these views will be entered.

ALABAMA & G. MANUF'G CO. et al. v. ROBINSON.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit. May 30, 1893.)

No. 97.

1. MORTGAGE BONDS-PROVISION FOR MATlJUITY OF PRINCIPAL ON DEFAULT IN
INTEREST-CONSTRUCTION.
Certain mortgage bonds provided that "it Is hereby expressly agreed

by said company, with each and any holder of this bond. that, in case
of the nonpayment ot any interest coupon hereto attached, if such default
shall continue for six months after maturity and demand of payment,
the principal of this bond shall become immediately due." Held, that this
six months was not in addition to days of grace, but was to run from the
date on which the coupons were expressed to be due, und, although a de-
fault continued but two days more than the six months, the holders were
entitled to declare the principal immediately due.

2. SAME.
The above-quoted recitation in the bonds restricted the provision for

the maturity thereot for nonpayment of interest to the particular bond
or bonds on which interest was not paid.

3. SAME-WAIVER-AccEPTANCE OF INTEUEST.
An acceptance of interest after the default had continued longer than

six months was a waiver of the right to declare the bonds matured.
4. FORECI,OSURE DECREE.

It appearing, in a foreclosure suit, that the interest was paid on some
of the bonds, it was necessary to take an account of the bonds which
were properly declared to have matured; and a decree which adjudged
all the bonds to be due was erroneous, and should be reversed.

5. TRus'r DEED-FoRECLOSURE-NoTICE.
A trust deed made by a manufacturing corporation to secure its bonds

empowered the trustees, on default of interest payments, to sell the prop-
erty, "it, after notice is served on the president of said company, the
shall remain unpaid for six months after such default." Held, that when
the trustees sued to foreclose, instead of selling under the power, it was
unnecessary to aver the giving of notice of clefault to the defendant. 48
Fed. Rep. 12, affirmed.

6. SAME-SINGI,E TRUSTEE'S RIGHT TO SUE-PLEADING.
One of three trustees in a trust deed is entitled to sue alone for fore-

closure, when he avers that one of the otllers is dead, and that the re-
maining one, who is made a defendant, at a lmle of the property under
decree of a state court, claimed to be interested in the purchase thereof,
and "is interl'sted adversely to )'our orator, as trustee of said bonel-
holders." 48 Fed. Rep. 12, affirmed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the North·
ern District of Gem·gia.
In Equity. Suit by J. J. Robinson, trustee, against the Alabama

& Georgia Manufacturing Company, the Huguley Manufacturing
Company, and William T. Huguley, to foreclose a trust deed given
by the company. A demurrer to the bill was over-


